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Abstract:

The history and tradition of Urdu Tadveen e Matan has a

distinguished background. Its theory and practice is

derived from the grand tradition of the Tadveen of Quran

e Pak and that of Ahadith. It has been adopted to modern

times and Urdu language and literature.The early

practices of it learned this art from the madrisas and

adjusted it to modern literary requirements. Now,

however, the universities have started to teach it as part of

research methodology. But there is a lack of the books

which can be used to teach it to the beginners. In this

article, the authors review the requirements of teaching

the theory and practice of Tadveen in Urdu and point to

its future requirements.
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  "An Introduction to Indian Textual Criticism"














  

































  






















  


  




  



 

  
















  








 


 




 
 
 

5. S.M.Katre, An Introduction to Textual Criticism, Poona, 1954



 






 





 





 





